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Season: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 OR Year: 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Something went wrong. Wait a moment and try again. It’s last call and the Gallaghers are going out with the biggest bang ever. Changes are coming that will force each of them to either step up or hit the road, but they know one thing for certain
– Gallaghers may grow up, but they’ll never grow apart. Season 11 Frank's exploits lead him to an old friend, Debbie rules over the Gallagher household with an iron fist, Lip navigates his relationship with Tami, and Gallavich returns as Ian and Mickey rekindle their relationship in prison as both cellmates and lovers. Season 10 Political fervor hits the
South Side, and the Gallaghers take justice into their own hands. Frank sees financial opportunity in campaigning and Fiona tries to build on the success of her apartment building. Season 9 The Gallaghers are finally on an upswing! Frank tries to become a contributing member of society, Fiona finds success as a landlord, Lip struggles to stay sober,
Ian takes up a cause, and Debbie tries life as a working single mom. Season 8 The Gallaghers have always been fiercely loyal to one another, but now that Frank has taken things too far will his outraged family finally declare war? One thing's for sure: there's never a dull moment for this clan. Season 7 The Gallaghers are finally getting their acts
together and striking out on their own, but growing up could also mean growing apart. One thing's certain: nothing ever comes easy when your last name is Gallagher -- except trouble. Season 6 Fiona gets into a surprising love triangle; Frank falls for a dying doctor; Lip commits himself to college life and becomes romantically involved with a mentor;
Ian and Mickey struggle to manage Ian's bi-polar disorder. Season 5 Fiona gets into legal trouble after a party goes horribly wrong; Frank battles liver disease; Lip struggles with the realities of college life; Ian forces Mickey to confront his sexuality. Season 4 Jimmy struggles to balance his relationship with Fiona and his obligations to Estefania;
Frank alientates his children and then tries to win them back; Karen returns and drives a wedge between Lip and Mandy with dire consequences. Season 3 Frank and Monica rekindle their self-destructive relationship; Fiona is thrown when Steve arrives home with a surprise; Lip makes big changes; Karen and Sheila clash over Karen's new husband
Jody. Season 2 Frank goes missing and turns up in Toronto, tries to embrace sobriety, and bends the law to protect his disability checks; Fiona falls for a player with a lot of money and a big secret; Ian embraces his sexuality. Season 1 Page 2 It’s last call and the Gallaghers are going out with the biggest bang ever. Changes are coming that will force
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there's never a dull moment for this clan. Season 7 The Gallaghers are finally getting their acts together and striking out on their own, but growing up could also mean growing apart. One thing's certain: nothing ever comes easy when your last name is Gallagher -- except trouble. Season 6 Fiona gets into a surprising love triangle; Frank falls for a
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United States on July 16, 2016Don't Shoot the Messenger--It's Not Amazon's Fault!Verified purchaseAll the reviews upset about Season 6 of Shameless being "unavailable" are unwarranted. After completing Season 5, I like many others hurried to watch the latest season and was disappointed to find it unavailable when I checked on July 13,
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Season 6 was ready and waiting there for me! Weeee! I've been totally binge watching all day today since it is my day off.Regarding the show itself, having seen Seasons 1-5, I was disappointed with Season 5 and was concerned that the show was going downhill. The snarky, yet dark humor that I had grown to love was missing. Not to mention, the
storyline were not as creative than previous ones.Season 6 has totally redeemed itself though! This latest season is the best one yet. The humor is sharper than ever. The plot lines have been delivered very cleverly with some really great twists, turns, and surprises.Showtime has really upped their game with Season 6, and I can't wait for Season 7 to
premier this upcoming October. I'm not much of a tv viewer and have become really disappointed with almost all modern programming in the US, so it says a lot about a show when I say that this by far is the best show I've seen in a long time. (I'm super picky about what I watch if and when I do watch tv.) I hope this show sticks around for a while
because the acting, writing, and the way the serious subject matter and comedy are seamlessly blended are all top notch.One person found this helpfulLinda LeeReviewed in the United States on February 8, 2016Best Comedy Ever with surprises in every episode!Verified purchase5 people found this helpfulReviewAddictReviewed in the United States
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poormanReviewed in the United States on September 5, 2016I feel the first 3 seasons are the best. Season 6 is decentVerified purchaseAmazon CustomerReviewed in the United States on July 29, 2016I have asked you to quit sending me this crap because you seem to think I need to write ...Verified purchaseA. MccormackReviewed in the United
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